


The Project

A world class resort awaits you
Malyadha Resorts is equipped with a three star resort to suffice all the social and recreational 
needs of its residents. This state-of-the-art resort is constructed across 5 Acres with all 
the modern amenities that you crave for. Malyadha Resorts is not just another farmland 
venture but a world within itself which promises a wholesome living experience.

Malyadha Resorts is the first-of-its-kind farm plot venture that sports luxury and affordability 
simultaneously, strategically located in Surangal village near Moinabad. Malyadha Resorts 
offers you a life that is away from the hustle and bustle of the metropolis but still is in the 
vicinity of major attractions of Hyderabad. The project is laid on an expanse of 36.04 Acres 
of sprawling greenery which acts as a perfect setting for your dream farmhouse.



Life @ Malyadha Resorts
Every inch of Malyadha Resorts & Open 
Plots is meticulously crafted and carefully 
planned so that your life will be cocooned 
by mother nature from every vantage point. 
Right from selecting exotic plant varieties 
that bear beautiful flowers to the ones which 
produce fruits and herbal paraphernalia, 
we made sure that your lawn and backyard 
oozes perfect natural bliss. If sustainable 
living entices you, then Malyadha..

Farm plots at Malyadha Resorts & Open 
Plots comes in various sizes so that every 
nature lover can spend his rest of life in 
serenity. We are currently offering three 

sizes which are 1210 sq.yards, 2420 
sq.yards and 4840 sq.yards. We believe that 
living close to the nature becomes fun when 
you are cocooned with modern facilities. 
Malyadha Resorts & Open Plots is blessed 
with well-laid roads, rainwater harvesting 
pits, organic food producing plantation, 
peripheral boundaries and round the clock 
security.



Location highlights
Near to Chilukur Balaji temple

Medical & Engineering colleges and schools nearby

15kms from APPA /TSPA  junction

Just a shout away from APPA-Chevella road, TSPA and Moinabad

15kms from Shamshabad airport

Connectivity with Shamshabad-Chevella road

10mins to Gandipet and Kokapet



SCAN QR CODE



Securing a piece of land 
in Malyadha Resorts @ 
Surangal, Moinabad is going 
to be the best decision of 
your life as the location is 
transforming as a major 
development hub around 
Hyderabad. Visit the project 
with your family once to 
experience the true bliss of 
nature.  

Project Highlights

All round connectivity

Coconut 
tree cover

Electricity

Goshala

Roads

Exotic flowers

Fruits & Herbal 
plantation

Peripheral boundaries



Resort Amenities

CLUB HOUSE
Luxurious clubhouse for all 

your social needs

RESTAURANT
Savour multi cuisine food in 

the vicinity of your home

OUTDOOR EVENT ARENA
Make your special moments 

even more memorable

SWIMMING POOL
Pool that replenishes you 

after a day’s hard work

COFFEE SHOP
Time to wake up the coffee 

lover in you!

FITNESS CENTER
Stay fit for the rest of your 

life

SPA
Rejuvenate your senses

COTTAGES WITH PRIVATE
PARTY SPACE

Work and fun combined

BEACH VOLLEYBALL 
COURT 

Spice up your existence 

Fruits & Herbal 
plantation




